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Introduction

This resource contains examples of candidate work submitted in 2005 for assessment
of the New Zealand Scholarship standard for Visual Arts. Examples of portfolios
and workbook pages have been selected to reflect the range of approaches taken
by candidates who achieved Scholarship, gaining a range of marks.  In this set of
posters, some of the portfolios are supported by two selected workbook pages.

This resource also provides insight into the portfolios by including commentary from
the candidates themselves, which has been reproduced verbatim.  The New Zealand
Qualifications Authority would like to thank these candidates for providing their
commentary and granting permission for their work to be published.

Information about the assessment decisions made by the marking panel can be found
in the Assessment Report for the standard.  The report is available on the New
Zealand Qualifications Authority website, www.nzqa.govt.nz, and should be referred
to when viewing these examples of candidate work.

Examples of candidate work for NCEA Visual Arts external standards and New
Zealand Scholarship can be purchased in poster sets (not level 2) or on CD (all
levels).

For further information please contact:

Kelvin Yee
Customer Resource Services Division
New Zealand Qualifications Authority
P O Box 160
WELLINGTON

Ph 04 463 3081
Email kelvin.yee@nzqa.govt.nz
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Submission 1 / Portfolio Panel 1

SUBMISSION 1 – DESIGN – 8 MARKS

Candidate Commentary

Themes, Main Ideas and Their Sources

One of the main themes in my work was the use of my own drawings and sketches. I felt this gave my work a more
original and fresh look than if I relied more on photography and computer filters. The main idea of my folio was the
skate / contemporary culture, which I selected because it appealed to my age group and also gave me a rich
amount of imagery and ideas to draw upon. The theme of the monkeys / Neanderthals came about as I thought
it would be humorous to see them in a human role and to also put them in well-known iconic pictures, such as the
altered line of evolution and the two old war propaganda posters of Uncle Sam and Lord Kitchener.

Materials, Processes and Techniques

Drawing was the first thing I did with my portfolio and was absolutely central to my work. I would draw a lot of
characters and then scan them into the computer so I could colour them. I also would take photographs of urban
settings, then overdraw them on the computer, and then colour them in using Photoshop. The reason for doing this
was because it gave my work a more natural, street-like drawn quality, not like slick computer graphics, and I think
that gave my work a more original look. I also used a three-dimensional clay model, which I photographed and
then introduced to computer graphics to develop a “real” three-dimensional quality.

Artist Models and Established Practice

The artist model I most heavily relied on was David Foldvari. His work has a real gritty urban look to it, which I tried
to reproduce, and also his simple colour ranges also influenced my portfolio. I also looked at a lot of stencil artists,
eg. Dansky. Their simple, bold style appealed to me and I tried to reproduce it in my own work.

Problems and Challenges

The main problem for me was the selection of my material. I found I was drawing too much stuff and had too many
ideas that were too far out and different from my original situation. So I had to go back quite frequently to my briefs
and narrow my focus and discard a lot of material because it wasn’t entirely relevant or in keeping with my theme.

Further Information

I selected a topic that was fun and I enjoyed doing, like the drawing. This allowed me to have more ideas and not
get bored of my work so I could keep making original and creative ideas.
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Submission 1 / Workbook Page 1
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Submission 1 / Workbook Page 2
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Submission 2 / Portfolio Panel 1

SUBMISSION 2 – PAINTING – 8 MARKS

Candidate Commentary

Themes, Main Ideas and Their Sources

Primarily, I looked at imagery and ideas that I felt passionate about to feed my subject matter. I have always loved
architecture and formal structure, such as in sculptor Donald Judd’s works, and the optical progression/illusion that
the line produces, eg. in a simple structure such as a staircase. I was also very interested in introducing an
“organic” factor through using gesture and subject matter such as trees, etc, and juxtaposing it to create a tension.
I brought light and dark qualities in also, to bring in contrast.

Materials, Processes and Techniques

Initially, I used charcoal, paint and black and white pencil for observational works. I then introduced a method in
which I pressed a freshly photocopied work into gesso and allowed it to dry, then scrubbed away the paper,
leaving the image imprinted, with a fresco-like quality.

Artist Models and Established Practice

After I knew what subject matter I was interested in/inspired by, I looked through books to find artists who dealt
with similar problems/subject matter. I referred to structural artist models, and gestural artist models including
William Kentridge and Robert Rauschenberg. The artist model that I engaged with most, however, was Ross
Bleckner, who dealt with a lot of imagery/ideas I was interested in, including the idea of light/dark contrast.

Problems and Challenges

A problem I addressed was how to successfully marry my structural, formal subject matter with an organic, gestural
quality, which was solved, in one way, through my use of gesso.

Further Information

In the design and production of my wooden sculpture (looking to Jackie Ferrara as an artist model) I was addressing
solely my interest in formal, architectural structure, which was recurrent in my work. However, my final sculpture
addressed my interest in joining structure and gesture, as my third panel in the triptych is gessoed into the wall,
essentially becoming part of it. The image scratched into the black gesso shows my interest in light and dark and
contrast. Basically, I sought creative and original ways to explore the imagery and ideas I was interested in,
developing them.
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Submission 2 / Workbook Page 1
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Submission 2 / Workbook Page 2
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Submission 3 / Portfolio Panel 1

SUBMISSION 3 – PHOTOGRAPHY – 8 MARKS

Candidate Commentary

Themes, Main Ideas and Their Sources

To me, it all started with my fascination for light, the way it changes, moulds and contorts the simplest of subject
matter. In contrast, it can simplify very complex images, playing with the viewer’s understanding of reality and
abstract space. I wanted to explore, through the nature of black and white photography and Polaroid images, how
I could portray light and shadows in an interesting and sometimes questionable manner.

Materials, Processes and Techniques

I chose to use black and white photographs in combinations with Polaroids, as I think they have a complementary
relationship when dealing with such a subject as light. Black and white photos commonly have such a crisp
purpose and are able to show stark, bold lines and spaces in quite a contrasting fashion. As for Polaroids, I’m
attracted to their “honest” process; you cannot alter aperture or shutter speed to accommodate for your surroundings
or subject matter. You can simply aim and shoot. They are very raw yet have a dream-like quality with muted colour
and a somewhat warped perspective. Using the combination of the two allowed me to play and experiment with
the natural lines of light and space.

Artist Models and Established Practice

My natural interest was the main inspiration for my work, so work was produced then links were made to and
drawn from various artist models. Artists such as Uta Barth, Barbera Ess and Betty Hahn all produce work that
interests me pictorially, as they deal with the effect light has in the composition. Gunther Forg’s series “Barcelona
Pavillion” encouraged me to stick with my interest with interior/exterior and the role light plays in distorting the
space between the two.

Problems and Challenges

The result of having 60 excess photos (Polaroids) and the price of Polaroid film!! I really didn’t have any major
problems, which is why making the work was so natural and enjoyable – I was photographing images I found so
unusual and pleasing, I just hoped I could capture them so that any viewer would see what I saw as so interesting.
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Submission 3 / Portfolio Panel 2 Submission 3 / Portfolio Panel 3
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Submission 3 / Workbook Page 1
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Submission 4 / Portfolio Panel 1

SUBMISSION 4 – PRINTMAKING – 8 MARKS

Candidate Commentary

Themes, Main Ideas and Their Sources

My subject matter had family connections to a steam train that used to go to the mill. I heard it was being restored
at a workshop and found a jumble of still life that was rich and interesting enough to engage me and offer a good
range of pictorial options:

• stark contrasts

• form/line that started linear/tonal preoccupation

• negative and positive line

• sculpted relief

• cutouts/gateways, holes in form

• circles became motifs – repeated shape, marginalised then defining form.

Materials, Processes and Techniques

I worked in pencil, watercoloured pencils, black paper, ink, acrylic paint and tracing paper, different layering of
drawings, and then went on to drypoint intaglios and reverse rolls, sometimes with stencils and Tulle, or mono, or
printing overtop of fields of colour to achieve a wide range of options for translation into print, using photo release
and released drawings already done, working overtop of them using drypoints and lithos.

I embossed shapes using flat metal plates, sometimes inked, painting ink onto the plate, then printing it, used CDs
as plates for drypoints and embossing at the same time, and used sharp edges of the metal plates, especially
“glass plates” to punch holes in paper or extreme raising when put through the press.

Artist Models and Established Practice

Robert Rauschenberg and Sigmar Polke influenced the structuring of my compositions, assembling/laying images,
order/chaos, line/tone, etc. referencing the Golden Ratio to bring balance. Other artists I used elements of were
Ross Bleckner, Richard Diebenkorn, Mona Marzouk, Martin Kippenberger, Roy Lichtenstein, Peter Doig, Julie Mehretu,
David Salle, Tom Phillips, and Langland and Bell.

Problems and Challenges

I experienced some technical difficulties/challenges when layering a range of embossing, particularly with conclusion
to the final print when trying to heavily emboss the paper once only.

Further Information

Having done 3.2, I used it to begin exploring combining different techniques and processes. It made me approach
a solution to my subject matter for 3.3 in a more experimental way.
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Submission 4 / Workbook Page 1
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Submission 4 / Workbook Page 2
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SUBMISSION 5 – SCULPTURE – 8 MARKS

Candidate Commentary

Themes, Main Ideas and Their Sources

My ideas developed throughout the year, changing through my body of work, but my work mainly encompassed
ideas of decay, destruction and deconstruction through and by various means. I was also interested in ideas of
contained energy, then the release of this.

Materials, Processes and Techniques

With my ideas of decay and deconstruction, I chose natural materials because it enabled me to convey my ideas.
With my concern on energy, I selected materials that enabled me to trap this potential energy, then again, natural
materials that would decay in order to release this (like elastic and toffee).

Artist Models and Established Practice

I looked at the natural world around me to observe natural processes in order to apply that to my work, but I also
researched the kinetic works of Rebecca Horn and Eva Hesse. I also looked at Richard Goodwin and A. Anselmo
for my works on energy and the release of energy.

Problems and Challenges

Often I felt I was losing sight of my brief and key themes and ideas that I was trying to address. I would often have
to step back from my work and reassess to ensure I stayed focused and on track. Also, and most frustratingly, I
would find many of my works didn’t operate the way I had intended, but often I found many “happy mistakes” in
these failures that propelled me onto my next idea.

Further Information

My work was very much a self-exploration into ideas of pent-up energy, destruction, release, and decay, and I
found surrendering my control over my work (allowing it to behave freely, yet under subtle manipulation) appealing.
Often I would find the random results of my work interesting and these coincidences would lead me to my next work
or idea.

Submission 5 / Portfolio Panel 1
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Submission 5 / Workbook Page 1
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Submission 5 / Workbook Page 2
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Submission 6 / Portfolio Panel 1

SUBMISSION 6 – DESIGN – 6 MARKS

Candidate Commentary

Themes, Main Ideas and Their Sources

My theme was a fashion-based brief, and my main idea was to create a logo, poster, billboard, booklet, and
website. The ideas came from fashion magazines, booklets from clothing stores, everyday things that have an
influential impact on me (shapes/colours/textures), looking at other designers’ work, and sampling their techniques
and applying them to my work.

Materials, Processes and Techniques

I used petrol printing to portray the figures, photography for the clothing, and a combination of cutting and pasting,
with hand-written lettering, and then combining the different components on Photoshop, where I finished the images.
Reasons why I decided on these techniques were because they produced the look I was after. A combination of
casual, hand-drawn elements, contrasting but still working with the “formal” style that comes when using Photoshop.

Artist Models and Established Practice

When producing work, I think it is important to investigate, not just other designers’ work, but also artists from
different fields. Artist models I looked at were: Bernie Reid (illustrator), Mode 2 (painter/illustrator), Robert
Rauschenberg (painter), and David Shields (designer).

Problems and Challenges

One of the challenges I encountered when doing each brief was unifying everything to look like one package.
Addressing this problem was a matter of simplifying my work: limiting my colour scheme to three or four colours,
repeating techniques in each brief, and matching borders and boundary lines. Doing these things helped to link
everything together.
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Submission 7 / Portfolio Panel 1

SUBMISSION 7 – DESIGN – 7 MARKS

Candidate Commentary

Themes, Main Ideas and Their Sources

My Scholarship submission consisted of pages that further researched my brief and my ideas, and that I completed
at the time of 3.3. They include an investigation into hand-drawn type because I liked the idea of combining it with
computer-generated type. My main idea looked at how best to promote a sleep clinic as a place where anyone
suffering from narcolepsy, insomnia and/or nightmares could go for help. I proposed a television advertising
campaign using ten second “teasers”.

Materials, Processes and Techniques

• Research – email, internet, library, brochures, conversation

• Brainstorm using words and drawings

• Research artistic references

• Digital photography

• Develop ideas using drawing on and off the computer

• Scanned in drawing and digital images and further refined them in Photoshop

• Explored type

• Evaluated results and made decisions.

Artist Models and Established Practice

I looked at magazines – IdN, Grafik, Eye; researched websites mentioned in these magazines; looked at historical
and contemporary art books and I isolated images that showed a sleeping figure; and looked at contemporary
visual communication books, especially typographical examples from school and actual billboard and television
commercials.

Problems and Challenges

My main problem was visually, how best to incorporate so may facts about sleeping disorders and at the same
time, make the work exciting and innovative. By using hand-drawn type, I was able to get a “dream-like” effect and
by combining it with computer-generated type, my poster and billboards became very typographical. The storyboards
for TV commercials used “voice-overs” and gave another solution to the same problem.
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SUBMISSION 8 – PAINTING – 5 MARKS

Candidate Commentary

Themes, Main Ideas and Their Sources

The theme of sacrifice within religious contexts was a central idea that influenced my work. I was interested in how
sacrifice for the pursuit of spiritual fulfillment has been replaced by sacrifice for the pursuit of “beauty” in modern
times. This led me to explore how images of women are used and manipulated in modern media, often for “ugly”
motives, eg. by cigarette advertisers. My main sources of my ideas were “The Beauty Myth” by Naomi Woolf;
“Feminism and Pornography”, author unknown; Renaissance painting; medical books; and magazines.

Materials, Processes and Techniques

Materials:

• Acrylic paint – gel medium

• Impasto – gel medium

• Magazine pictures

• Old art book pictures

• Needle and thread, gold ribbon

• All on card and paper.

Processes:

• Painting and collage.

Techniques:

• I very carefully blended paint to create a “plastic”, airbrushed effect – very exact, detailed painting

• Use of gel medium to build up “scar tissue” on one piece to produce a realistic scar.

Artist Models and Established Practice

I was inspired by the following artists: Peter Stichbury (NZ), Lisa Yuskavage, and Wilhem Sasnal (both international).
I was interested in the way Stichbury exaggerates facial features to an unrealistic degree. Yuskavage uses the
exaggerated female form to create highly improbable, “Playboy” type figures. The way Sasnal combines conservatism
with unusual, sometimes sexual imagery was also relevant to my artwork.

Problems and Challenges

Time was a major factor – my desire to create a very “polished” style of painting meant I had to work at school,
often in weekends, and use every opportunity to paint. Risk was another issue. I felt there was some risk in the
nature of my subject matter and style – would the examiners think they were “pretty pictures” or understand the irony
and questions my work was raising?

Submission 8 / Portfolio Panel 1
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SUBMISSION 9 – PAINTING – 7 MARKS

Candidate Commentary

Themes, Main Ideas and Their Sources

My theme is on the investigation of surrealist maze: to create a dreamlike world of confusion, fear and uncertainty
by means of artificial space as well as to explore different aspects of maze in relation to our subconscious mind.

Materials, Processes and Techniques

I used:

• any suitable, found materials (fabric, carpet, mat, wallpaper ...) that convey texture

• OHP (transparent) sheet to create false illusions/unseen barriers

• wire, nylon strings and mesh to convey barriers, spatial illusions and depth.

Artist Models and Established Practice

Traditional masters: Vermeer, Magritte, Raphael, and Piero della Francesca.

Contemporary masters: MC Escher, Salvador Dali, Deborah Crowe, and Neil Dawson.

Problems and Challenges

There are limits when working in two dimensions and three dimensions. For instance, I didn’t have the resource to
create a large-scale interior installation as Deborah Crowe had and I was forced to use a model.

Submission 9 / Portfolio Panel 1
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SUBMISSION 10 – PHOTOGRAPHY – 6 MARKS

Candidate Commentary

Themes, Main Ideas and Their Sources

• To investigate the architectural simplicity of state housing primarily introduced by the Labour Government in the
1930s and 1940s

• Influenced by Pop Art’s glorification of the mundane, in turn, glamourising a subject that society is constantly
exposed to but never examines intently.

Materials, Processes and Techniques

I used straightforward, uncomplicated compositions to capture the simplicity of the architecture. Then I used Photoshop
to highlight sections and create new context for my images. I wanted to manipulate elements of space within
images in order for the subject to be seen in a new light.

Artist Models and Established Practice

• Initial images: Laurence Aberhart, Robin Morrison, Patrick Pound

• Extension of ideas: Andy Warhol, Graham Crowley, Dieter Roth, Andreas Gursky.

Problems and Challenges

One challenge I faced was learning to use the programme Photoshop, through persistence and with help from
more experienced students and staff. Having no control over weather, etc. was a problem. I had to develop
images through Photoshop processes, not through shot composition, to achieve the effect I wanted. This was
frustrating and time consuming as I was learning a new programme.

Submission 10 / Portfolio Panel 1
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SUBMISSION 11 – PHOTOGRAPHY – 6 MARKS

Candidate Commentary

Themes, Main Ideas and Their Sources

I wanted to explore culture, identity and memory through a character study, focusing on my model (Nan). Relating
culture and personality, I wanted to touch on the subject of race and how it is viewed in today’s society, shown by
the use of textures and patterns, also changing the setting (Parihaka Pà).

Materials, Processes and Techniques

I used toning to bring certain areas out more than others, such as words, but also, it was a starting point for artist
model Leah King-Smith. From this, I was able to develop the use of colour and add paint to my photos. The paint
was used to symbolise the wallpaper pattern, evident in the first panel. Stitching was also used, along with the
circular formatting to experiment and develop from certain artist models.

Artist Models and Established Practice

My main artist models were Leah King-Smith, Lisa Reihana, Charles F. Goldie and Marti Friedlander. I wanted to
relate traditional and contemporary artist models to the conceptual ideas behind my work, such and past/present,
etc.

Problems and Challenges

Getting photos to come out technically “perfect” was a challenge. It took a lot of time and I went through a lot of
paper and test strips, but it was worth it. Toning wasn’t very easy when I was trying to get even colour on a photo.
I had to make sure things were washed properly.

Further Information

The importance of Parihaka and the significance of this place to the Màori culture – I learnt “soooo” much about its
history and people. The families that still remain there were so nice, helpful and friendly. I just want them to know
how much I appreciate it and how thankful I am to them.

Submission 11 / Portfolio Panel 1
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Submission 12 / Portfolio Panel 1

SUBMISSION 12 – PRINTMAKING – 6 MARKS

Candidate Commentary

Themes, Main Ideas and Their Sources

Conceptual, thematic ideas:

• Trees – the forest and the common, stereotypical nature of it being spooky, having an eerie, mysterious
atmosphere – it is unknown what could be lurking in the shadows. Often fairy tales associate the woods with
evil.

• Deep space and darkness – unknown how far back it goes and what could be out there in the vastness.

Materials, Processes and Techniques

Processes:

• Etchings – capture sharp details of trees (branches, etc.) and hard-edged scratches

• Monoprints – good to create misty/hazy atmosphere.

Materials:

• Ink, charcoal, spray-paint, and cardboard.

Techniques:

• Blurriness to create misty atmosphere

• Layering to create deep space and hazy atmosphere and to build up textures

• Scratches and ink marks indicate/suggest something of a sinister nature that could have taken place in the
forest – adds to unknown/spooky atmosphere and ties in as verticals of trees and space between them.

Artist Models and Established Practice

Michael Raedecker Michael Verbois Ugo Rondinone
Cy Twombly Jude Rae Gerhard Richter
Ansel Adams Feng Yeh Kara Walker
Michael Ashcroft Edward Steichen Fred Otnes

Problems and Challenges

The space created within images often got too flat with the verticals sitting on the picture plane due to similar tones,
etc. I had to keep layering and changing the tones. I really had to think about tones in relation to where they were
in the image, and negative and positive space. Often, images were too dark.
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SUBMISSION 13 – SCULPTURE – 7 MARKS

Candidate Commentary

Themes, Main Ideas and Their Sources

Themes I focused on were: the vulnerability of a home, trails and connections, verticality and space, reversal of the
interior and exterior, and the kitschy idealism of the perfect home. I also tried to discuss, through my sculpture, how
people were disappointed and homes fell apart through the precarious and ridiculous plasticised ideals we hold
our home lives to. Sources of my ideas were everyday home lives and the contrast between a normal home life and
what we see on TV.

Materials, Processes and Techniques

I used household materials for all my sculptures, also a lot of “polyfiller” and hot glue as they formed generous and
exuberant structures. My materials were also a key part of themes like reversal of normal material roles (ie. products
of a home becoming a home) and the vulnerability of a home.

Artist Models and Established Practice

I drew on the works and styles of Sarah Sze, Joanna Langford (NZ), Tomoko Takahashi and Tony Cragg, producing
sculpture through the artistic movement of installation art.

Problems and Challenges

The main challenge I faced was the transition from small, single unit sculptures to bigger, and eventually, room-
sized installations. I found it quite daunting to undertake such large projects. I dealt with this by only addressing
one part of the installation at a time, like putting down layers of work. I also found that it was much easier to
rearrange my work and develop my ideas once I had made something physical, rather than trying to develop
themes and ideas on paper first.

Submission 13 / Portfolio Panel 1
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SUBMISSION 14 – DESIGN – 5 MARKS

Candidate Commentary

Themes, Main Ideas and Their Sources

The main idea of my work was to design a new identity for the organisation, “Cokoon” a Korean immigrant
women’s refuge shelter from domestic violence. I have chosen this because I had a close friend who is a Korean
immigrant in New Zealand, and she had grown up in an environment where her mother was constantly physically
abused by her father. And I realised how serious this was, as many women in her mother’s situation couldn’t speak
English and felt unsafe about reporting it to the police or going to a New Zealand women’s refuge. I designed this
organisation in hopes that maybe one day, such an organisation is actually launched throughout the world in order
to help thousands of Korean women that suffer from domestic violence every day.

Materials, Processes and Techniques

For all my designs, I started off with firm research. I believe that research is the place of new ideas. So I spent a lot
of time researching and constantly wrote and drew all the things that popped into my head. I thought deeply about
how to develop them further by doing lots of fine hand-drawings. Afterwards, I drew them up onto the computer.
This gives it a totally different feeling to the freehand sketches and new ideas came out. I mainly used Photoshop,
with a little bit of Illustrator.

Artist Models and Established Practice

For my designs, I was influenced by the Bauhaus style, which we studied earlier in the year. I was particularly
interested in Laszlo Moholy-Nagy’s works with strong vertical and horizontal composition using red, black and
white colours. I also looked at David Carson’s works. I was influenced by his unbalanced compositions and
random placements of letterings.

Problems and Challenges

The biggest problem for me was finding the right images. It was hard to find photos of battered Asian women. So
in order to get the right image I wanted, I had to get help from my friends and my sister by taking my own picture
using a proper camera and also a digital camera. My friend taught me how to use the camera and develop photos
as she was in the Photography class, and that way, I was able to capture the “perfect” composition and images I
wanted.

Further Information

I am very honoured to have been selected to be a part of this. I have put lots and lots of effort and desire into this
work and I feel very attached to it. I really do hope that one day, such an organisation is made, or even better, I
hope for a world without any domestic violence. Throughout this assignment, I have learnt that domestic violence
is not just a fear of physical pain, but more long-term emotional damage that not only influences the abused person,
but also their children and the ones they love.

Submission 14 / Portfolio Panel 1
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Submission 15 / Portfolio Panel 1

SUBMISSION 15 – PAINTING – 8 MARKS

Candidate Commentary

Themes, Main Ideas and Their Sources

My theme was mixed imagery that was recognised and acceptable to youth in New Zealand today. Sources could
be anything – TV shows, street life, nature, New Zealand heritage, Bro Town, and especially artist models.

Materials, Processes and Techniques

I used oil paint and spray paint. Oil paint gives a range of textures that can be used to create different effects. I like
to contrast thick areas of paint with thin areas, especially within the same image. I used masking tape to give a
textured brick look to some of the works, and in the later works, used a rubber as a stamp (dipped in oil paint) as
it applies paint to random areas. With spray paint, you can use different colours to oil and create drip-like effects.

Artist Models and Established Practice

I referred to artist models Dick Frizzell, Shane Cotton, Margherita Manzelli and Barry McGee especially, although
I collected images from a range of different artists and other areas of New Zealand, like Bro Town, and from books
like “Animation Now”, etc.

Problems and Challenges

When I began to use spray paint, I produced a large amount of work I couldn’t use as they became too similar,
repetitive and graphic design-based. I needed to establish a new bath based on structure yet using more oil paint
that had definite lines back to these previous works. It was actually quite difficult to find.
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SUBMISSION 16 – PHOTOGRAPHY – 6 MARKS

Candidate Commentary

Themes, Main Ideas and Their Sources

This is a story about past, present and future. The figurine, the “Thinker”, is the past with its lost wisdom and values;
the female figure represents present and future. There is constant interaction between the two, which draws them
closer or further away from each other (thus the framing by shapes, lines, cracks, triangular shapes). The triangle is
the unity of past, present and future. The solidness of the characters changes as what they stand for is part of a
chaos. Other themes: differences between old and new, male and female, negative and positive, inanimate and
living, self-portraiture, and effect of space.

Materials, Processes and Techniques

Materials: ISO 100 film, x-rays, modified Polaroid, acrylic paint.

I used paint to get a similar effect to the one of the polaroids, and to draw even more attention to the figure, figurine
and triangle. I used lines, cracks and other shapes in the environment as framing and linking devices. The light was
natural in an enclosed space (four or three walls) so that the transition between highlights and shadow would be
soft. The slow shutter speeds (3 to 30 seconds) gave the transparent and fuzzy effects, which helped the creation
of mysticism and narration.

Artist Models and Established Practice

Duane Michels Francesca Woodman
Bayat Keerl Judy Coleman
Arnulf Reiner

Problems and Challenges

The biggest challenge was taking photographs of myself without knowing the exact outcome, because I was
moving. Experience through experimentation helped me know what kind of movements during what exposure time
gave certain effects. Another challenge was the proportion between the figure and figurine. I used space to make
the difference smaller. Shooting in natural light didn’t enable me to control the amount of light needed and I had to
use very slow shutter speeds, so I tried to work at similar hours on cloudy days.
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SUBMISSION 17 – PRINTMAKING – 6 MARKS

Candidate Commentary

Themes, Main Ideas and Their Sources

Cityscape, movement through the city – lights of cars, static buildings, using contrasting elements, construction
sites, perspective images.

Materials, Processes and Techniques

I used:

• Charcoal to create movements and gesture of movement, also used to create contrast through light and dark
to relate to subject matter

• Mono prints to create gestural marks and high contrast

• Intaglio process to create sharp, edged lines

• Photocopies on transparent paper to create light and range of colour, realistic movement

• Turps transfers to create gestural movement

• Vinyl cut out – intense colour and sharp edged lines.

Artist Models and Established Practice

I used Simon Edwards, Jorg Sasse, Jesse Watson, Julie Mehretu, and Ron Left. These were my main artist models,
which informed me on creating layers, subject matter, creating movement, and use of materials. Others I used were
Dieter Roth and Richard Wright.

Problems and Challenges

One challenge I encountered was trying to get a sense of movement through a mixture of light and gestural marks.
I experimented with moving images through the photocopier to distort them and used turps transfers. Overlapping
of layers – I had to experiment with transparent inks and papers to obtain the right look.
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SUBMISSION 18 – SCULPTURE – 6 MARKS

Candidate Commentary

Themes, Main Ideas and Their Sources

• Nostalgia

• Loss of individuality through repetition

• Identity (searching).

Materials, Processes and Techniques

• Materials – documents, photographs, photocopies, formed objects

• Processes and techniques – collecting and sorting, stacking and repetition through reproduction, altering.

Artist Models and Established Practice

• Christian Boltanski – often used everyday documents to convey his sculpture individually, used photos to
memorialise ordinary people

• On Kawara – used documentation – repetition; use of dates

• Monique Redmond – combination of text on jars; text

• Christo – use of window and drapery.

Problems and Challenges

I dropped some ideas – use of Christo – window/use of large-scale question mark.

Submission 18 / Portfolio Panel 1
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